
Shabbat Shalom! I want to thank Rabbi Perkins and Cantor Gloth for

the opportunity to speak to you today. I would also like to thank Robin

Metzger for making sure the online parts of the service work so well and

the office staff for their help. My family and I have been members of

Temple Aliyah for only a few short years, interrupted so rudely by this

pandemic. I look forward to meeting and seeing many of you again in

person soon.

My name is Joey Regen, and besides being a Dad and Husband, I am a

teacher at the Rashi School on the precipice of my 11th year in fourth

grade (one of these days I’ll graduate). I  was hoping to speak with you

briefly about two connections I made when I read today’s parasha that

relate to the important ideas of positivity and silence. And I hope you’ll

indulge me as I relate these connections in the reverse of the order in

which they appear in the Torah.

When I had the opportunity to read this week’s dramatic parasha, I was

struck by the really specific detail of the blessings for obedience, and

particularly, the curses for disobedience of God’s law, and the



seriousness with which Moshe addressed the people of Israel. The

blessings were reminiscent of earlier blessings from God to our

ancestors in the Torah, in that they were comforting and broad. The

curses were oddly specific and somewhat troubling. Nevertheless, I was

reminded of one of the earliest tasks I put before students each year as I

red them: the creation of classroom rules.

Every year, the first homework assignment of the school year asks

students to articulate five rules that will ensure the smooth functioning

of our classroom. Without fail, each year, students mix in rules that use

negative language: don’t call out, don’t be mean, don’t hit, etc. While

these rules are really important, we ask the students each year to

rephrase them in positive language. Now, why would we do that?

Well, because negative language proscribes and positive language

prescribes. In other words, negative language tells you what NOT to do,

while failing to guide behavior; positive language, on the other hand,

gives you an action to follow: raise your hand, be kind, keep your hands

to yourself. By now, the delivery of the rules by Moshe to the people of



Israel is coming to an end. While these rules were extensive, there was

at least a mixture of those describing how to behave (with positive

language), along with those that forbid certain behaviors.

While each student generates a list of their own rules, the class as a

whole (through a series of partner and small group work) eventually

distills the most important rules into a class contract that the teachers

ask every student to abide by throughout the year. While they vary

slightly from year-to-year, a consensus almost always emerges around a

few specific rules.

Most of the time we succeed in following these rules, and occasionally

we fall short. When I fall short as a teacher, I try my best to be upfront

about taking responsibility to the students. The students also

periodically make mistakes or fall short. When it comes time for them to

take responsibility for their actions, the students sometimes rise to the

occasion, while other times they avoid, deny, or otherwise fail to make

things right. It is in these moments when I am required to intervene to



help my students accept responsibility for their actions that I saw such

a strong connection to this week’s parasha.

Teachers learn (through experience, anecdotes, and professional

development) that positive reinforcement often yields better results

than negative reinforcement. Catching students in the act of good is

likely to lead to compliments and warm feelings. Pointing out students’

shortcomings accomplishes the opposite: it cultivates a sense of being

singled out, and a lack of trust between the teacher and the student.

In this week’s parasha, Moshe and God are at a critical moment: they’ve

laid out all the laws to the Jewish people. All they need now is for the

people to accept them. To agree. To take responsibility. And Moshe and

God need this. The stakes are much higher for them.

And things start off promisingly enough in the manner by which God

and Moshe attempt to reinforce this need. Emphasis is initially placed

on the blessings associated with obedience. These are true rewards that,

faithfully adhered to by the Israelites, provide a tremendous sense of



security. And yet, God knows that there are likely to be shortcomings.

And in this particular moment, God (and Moshe) are having a hard time

knowing how to live in this uncertainty. Rather than pump the good and

roll with the bad, the “curses,” or punishments for disobedience, are

extensive and a little scary. And they outnumber the blessings for

obedience by about five-to-one. While I empathize with God and Moshe

for their patience in leading the Jewish people through the desert to the

doorstep of Eretz Yisrael, one might wonder what the reasons are for

such detailed and (frankly) vindictive negative consequences. While I

might critique the heavy-handedness of the curses for disobedience laid

out in today’s portion, I will be the first to admit that the temptation to

notice negative behavior is always lurking.

My second connection, while smaller, left a more indelible mark on me

when I reflected back on what I had read this week.

As I alluded to earlier, the students and teachers establish rules based

on a consensus each year in my classroom. The rules are reasonably

close year-to-year. It is one of those rules that I want to finish by



focusing on. The reason I thought about this rule was because there was

a word written that stood out from all the other words in the text for me

this week.

One of the most famous or holy prayers in Judaism is (obviously) the

Shema. My wife and I say it to our boys every night before they go to

bed. It serves as a foundation of faith for many Jews around the world.

And it is at the heart of one of the most important rules of any

classroom. Shema, of course, means “listen.” With no intention of

minimizing its importance, I did a tiny bit of research (and by research,

I mean Googling). According to Strong’s concordance, which compiles all

the words from the Tanakh in a text alphabetically (and Strong being

the guy who wrote it, rather than a descriptor of its characteristics),

“shema” and words that derive from the shoresh (root) “shema” occur

1,160 times in the Tanakh. And yet, when I read chapter 27, verse 9

recently, I was struck by the word that preceded “shema:” “hasket”

(silence!).



According to the same concordance (the Strong one), this directive,

“hasket”/“silence!” takes place only once in the entire Torah, in this

week’s parasha. (Fun fact: a word that occurs only once in a text is

called a hapax legomenon.)

One of the foundational methods of teaching for both social-emotional

learning and classroom management is modeling. When we want

students to learn how to do something, we show them how to do it.

While we are showing them (and by “we,” I usually mean a student

volunteer on our behalf), the other students are asked what they notice.

We share and we learn how to do things. For example, if we were to

model listening, what might it look like? What might it sound like?

Well, ask almost anyone of any aghe what listening might sound like,

and you’re very likely to hear the following: silence. First be silent, then

listen. In this age of wondrous technology, where the cost of miraculous

vaccines and life-restoring medicine is the incessant buzz of cell phones

and the white noise of appliances, we too often lose out on this silence.

As Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks (of blessed memory) wrote of “Hasket/Be



Silent and Shema/Listen,” “For only when we silence ourselves do we

truly have the ability to hear God and those around us.”

Anyhow, what was so important as to require silence in this week’s

parasha? Only the declaration that ַליהָוהְלָעם,נְִהיֵיָתַהּזֶהַהּיֹוםיְִׂשָרֵאל,ּוְׁשַמע,ַהְסֵּכת

ַהּיֹוםְמַצְּו�ָאנִֹכיֲאֶׁשרְוֶאת-ֻחָּקיו,ֶאת-ִמְצוָֺתוְוָעִׂשיָתֱא�ֶהי�;יְהָוהְּבקֹולְוָׁשַמְעָּת,ֱא�ֶהי� (or,

translated, You have now become the people of the Lord, your God. Obey

the Lord your God and follow God’s commands and decrees that I give

you today.”). Pretty powerful stuff. Something you might regret missing

if you were too busy talking or even thinking. If you weren’t silent.

I wish for you all the ability to remain positive, and to catch others in

the act of good. Even more importantly, to remain positive in the face of

the negative behavior of others. I also wish you’re all able to at least

occasionally welcome the silence of others who are listening to you and

to repay them in kind with listening silence of your own, so that you

might listen to each other and to yourselves during the coming year

with a full heart and kavanah (intention). Shabbat Shalom


